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Executive summary
This deliverable is the second in a series of three reports on the design, progress and evaluation of the
unMonastery MAZI pilot conducted by unMonastery and Edinburgh Napier University. It covers the period from
month 18 to month 32 of MAZI. The report also presents the plans for the progress of the pilot study up to the
end of MAZI in month 36. MAZI pilot study began in M15 and will continue to M36 of the project.
The pilot study activities reported in this deliverable took place mainly in two villages in different areas of
northern Greece; Kokkinopilos near Mount Olympus, and Tsepelovo in the Zagori national park region. Other
work was undertaken by Napier in Edinburgh UK. There were two strands to this UK work; firstly developing
demonstration exhibits for educational and outreach work, and secondly, developing a public
workshop/hackathon format to introduce an interested public to the MAZI concepts. This latter work was carried
out in preparation for the final pilot study activity, a MAZI cross-fertilisation event in the form of a festival, to
take place in Edinburgh in October 2018, working together with unMonastery and other MAZI partners. This will
be reported in version 3 of this deliverable series, D2.12.
Version 1 of this deliverable (D2.10), covering the period up to M18 (June 2017) provides a description of the
unMonastery and Napier project partners with a focus on their respective backgrounds, methods and
approaches. This deliverable, version 2, provides a brief overview of the two partners. A brief description of the
Pilot study context together with details of community stakeholders and other partners is also provided, further
detail can be found in D2.10.

1.1

Key activities reported in the deliverable:
•
•
•

1.2

Test Lab activities carried out in Kokkinopilos village, Greece in summer 2017
Test Lab activities focusing on the Tsepelovo village, in the Zagori national park region, Greece, in winter
2017
Workshops and related activities in Edinburgh, UK.

Key findings emerging from the unMonastery pilot study work so far:
•
•
•
•

Defining methodologies and approaches for engaging with stakeholder communities, particularly in
the early stages of the Test Lab process.
Developing appropriate communication links with the local setting and understanding the importance
of allowing time for these to develop, working at a pace that is acceptable to the local context.
Ensuring that any technological responses are derived from within the context of the local situation
rather than imposed from outside.
Ensuring that any activities developed from within the Test Lab are perceived as relevant to the local
context, and that this approach does not prioritise the “digital, technological” over the “analogue, nontechnological”.
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2. Introduction
This deliverable describes and updates the progress that has been made in the unMonastery pilot study from
M18 to M32 of MAZI. This pilot study began in M15, so the previous deliverable presented the preparatory work
that took place in order to support the core work of the pilot study which took place in the period covered by
this report.
This deliverable begins with a framing of the pilot study work in terms of the key MAZI concepts, set out in the
DoW, of CONTACT, INFORMATION, DISCOURSE and KNOWLEDGE. The research is described in terms of its
strategic goals, detailed objectives, key performance indicators, metrics, examples of positive outcomes, and
examples of useful ways of measuring success. Similar descriptions have been undertaken by each pilot study in
MAZI as a precursor to evaluation across the pilots.
The report then describes the fieldwork undertaken by the unMonastery researchers in their respective locations
in Greece during several Test Lab visits. Additional work carried out by Napier is also presented.
In line with the evaluation approach of MAZI across the four pilot studies, in the conclusion we briefly report on
progress by referring to the 6P’s (six principles of engaged research) (Holliman et al., 2017):
1. Preparedness: identifying local contexts, understanding of the challenges to be faced, the researchers’
preparations for dealing with these challenges.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Politics: understanding the local social and political contexts in which the research would be carried out.
People: identifying the people that will be involved or affected by the work: the researchers, the community
partners with whom we engaged, other community participants, others affected by the work.
Purposes: clarifying the aims and objectives of the research from the perspective of MAZI, the participants
involved and other stakeholders.
Processes: pinning down the approach, methods and techniques that would be followed by the research
team.
Performances: considering what was found and the extent to which this met the objectives of the research.
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3. Framings and Context
3.1

unMonastery Pilot Study Framings

The unMonastery MAZI Pilot as a whole sets out to test the entire range of selected MAZI framings (CONTACT,
INFORMATION, DISCOURSE, KNOWLEDGE). A major emphasis in unMonastery is CONTACT; building relationships
within the communities in which the unMonastery Test Labs are embedded. In both of the Greek Test Lab
settings, the unMonastery partners had little or no prior relationships with the people or the villages.
3.1.1
Contact:
This refers to the “the facilitation of information exchanges between strangers in physical proximity toward the
generation of collective awareness at the local level either over long or short time periods (e.g., through a
permanent MAZI installation in a public space or a short-term experiment in a train or festival).” In the
unMonastery pilot this can relate to building relationships across a diverse population that live in a small
geographic area but with different characteristics. The unMonastery Test Lab participants in each situation are
themselves a group of individuals coming together for a particular purpose within the unMonastery context. In
each unMonastery Test Lab within MAZI, the group is also negotiating how to work together, as well as with the
local villagers.
3.1.2
Information:
Sharing of information of common interest can initiate collective action and build a sense of collective awareness.
In the context of the Greek villages, this can also refer to the presentation of information outwards, for example
sharing of local information on a website accessible to tourists and visitors to the area.
3.1.3
Discourse:
This describes more elaborated public deliberations on topics of common interest and conflict resolutions.
Depending on the environment, a CONTACT and/or INFORMATION phase might precede a DISCOURSE phase,
enabling people to participate and quickly grasp the status of a public debate. This could include revealing hidden
stories of the locality to engage community members.
3.1.4
Knowledge:
The construction of agreed upon perspectives and sustainable lifestyles, potentially shaping collective identity,
and the possibility to share knowledge (e.g., relevant for strong communities, like cooperatives, which wish to
further deepen as well as disseminate their success stories).

3.1
3.1.1

Background to the unMonastery Pilot Studies: Partners, Approaches and Methods.
unMonastery summary

The unMonastery is a social clinic for the future. It is a place-based social innovation that is aimed at addressing
the interlinked needs of empty space, unemployment and depleting social services by embedding committed,
skilled individuals within communities that could benefit from their presence. It is a non-profit project that aims
to challenge existing dependency chains and economic fictions.
The unMonastery idea, much like conventional western monasticism, is to transplant a cadre of committed souls
to inhabit a co-living situation at the outer edges of the modern experiment. They declare that “Our hard work
is as legendary as our parties” and reference discipline and an undefined devotion as key to coordinating their
activism with the aspirations of the host community. In this sense, the unMonastery is about entering a
community as a stranger, playing the role of the catalyst and triangulator.
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For our work with MAZI we have worked on small scale applications, known as Test Labs. For the unMonastery,
MAZI offers an attempt to refine our reliance on the technological fix as meeting place. The blanket accusation
(and self-accusation) of unMonastery is of ‘Living in our Laptops’; it seems that the greater one’s mobile-phone
savvy, the greater the temptation to mistake the creation of inspired data for emotionally satisfying two-way
communication. Humanity needs an antidote. The working model of monasticism provides generous examples
of physical cleansing rituals. It remains to give them an honest trial… The core question we may choose to
research is: Has Technology a Future?
3.1.2

Edinburgh Napier University, summary

The Napier research team are based in the university’s Centre for Interaction Design. Their research interests
within MAZI concern the understanding of human-centred, participatory, co-design methodologies, with a
particular focus on speculation about the future: “speculative design”.
Within the pilot study, Napier is working to support the unMonastery Test Labs, with the unMonastery group
taking the lead on those activities. Napier is leading on developing workshops and demonstrator exhibits, and
will host the unMonastery Summit at the culmination of MAZI. This summit will be co-located with a MAZI crossfertilisation event and an open, public symposium and hands-on toolkit workshops in Edinburgh in October 2018.
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4. Methodology: Pilot Design
4.1

The Context and Pilot timeline

The unMonastery pilot (Task 2.4 in the DoW) runs from M15 (March 2017) to the end of MAZI in M36. The
original timeline is shown in figure 1. Since the previous report, the plan to run one unMonastery location has
developed into two Test Labs, the original one in the village of Kokkinopilos, near Mount Olympus, and a new
one in the village of Tsepelovo in the Zagori national park region, both in northern Greece. Different groups from
unMonastery carried out these two Test Labs, although some unMonastery researchers participated in both.
This enabled understandings from the earlier instantiations to inform the approach of the Zagori Test Lab.
The unMonastery pilot study is based around a Test Lab approach, where an unMonastery is set up for a timelimited duration within a building in a specific community. The process of setting up the unMonastery is carried
out in tandem with engagement with the local community.
The context of the unMonastery pilot is constant change. This has led the team to become especially adaptive
to changes and opportunities. In this regard, an important part of this pilot, was to develop a survival strategy
amongst unexpected turns of events, changing teams, and emerging possibilities.

Figure 1: the original plan for the unMonastery Test Lab (including timing of deliverables).

Figure 2: the updated plan for the unMonastery Test Lab, showing the activities within the two Test Lab sites and the
associated activities.
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Figure 3: Map showing the locations of the two Test Labs in Greece.

4.2

Selection of Test Lab locations

In the pre pilot phase before M15, a great deal of preparatory work was carried out to enable the Kokkinopilos
village Test Lab to take place, including the identification of a suitable vacant building. This location became the
primary focus for the unMonastery pilot in these early stages. However, a secondary location was also considered
in the west side of the Greek mainland, centring around the town of Ioannina.
Ioannina, near to the Zagori national park region, as a potential unMonastery site was flagged as early as 2014
by people who were attempting to organise a grassroots initiative to a bid for European capital of culture. The
idea was revisited in December 2016 (M12) as a potential site for a second Test Lab to Kokkinopilos as part of
the MAZI project. It was considered generally a good idea to make a second Test Lab to secure the potential for
the implementation of a full unMonastery from 2018-2019 and test to the MAZI toolkit within another setting.
Two scoping trips were made to Ioannina in December 2016 (M12) and February 2017 (M14) to identify a number
of possibilities in and around the city and develop a proposal for the Ioannina Test Lab.

4.3

UnMonastery Test Lab activities and residencies

Over the duration of MAZI up to M32 the following key Test Lab activities have taken place:
Pre-pilot phase
M4: Workshop (2 days) in Athens to learn about building a network. Small team attended.
M6: Summer Test Lab (2 weeks) in Kokkinopilos, June 2016
M10: unMonastery visit to Kokkinopilos, October 2016
M12: Scoping trip to Ioannina, December 2016
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M14: Scoping trip to Ioannina, February 2017
Period M15-18 (D2.10)
M16: Spring/Egg Moon Test Lab (2 weeks) in Kokkinopilos, April 2017
Period M18-32 (This deliverable D2.11)
M17-18: Summer Test Lab Kokkinopilos, July 2017
M22-24: Winter Test Lab in Tsepelovo village in the Zagori region, near Ioannina. October to December
2017

Figures 4: The early WiFi networking workshop in Athens (M4)
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5. unMonastery Test Labs in Greece
5.1

Kokkinopilos

This Test Lab was lead by Katalin Hausel of unMonastery.
5.1.1

Introduction

Figure 5: entering Kokkinopilos

Kokkinopilos is a small mountain village, part of the Elassona municipality in the mainland of Greece, sited high
on the slopes of the Olympus mountain range. Although this mountain region is popular with summer tourists,
particularly the coastal side, Kokkinopilos is situated on the inland slopes of the mountain range, is less well
known and can be difficult to access. The population is in the low hundreds, but the numbers fluctuate according
to the seasons, with a very reduced population during the winter months.
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Figures 6: Scenes from Kokkinopilos

The village is notable for being an Aromanian village, where many of the villagers speak the Aromanian language
(often known as Vlach in northern Greece) a dialect of a Latin-derived vernacular similar to Romanian that is
found in various forms across the regions including northern and central Greece, Albania and areas of the Balkans
(https://www.britannica.com/topic/Vlach). This rich cultural history can be traced back to the early middle
ages, and the village has often been the site of turmoil and disruption echoing the history of Greece itself. As is
common with many such mountain villages there has been a shifting of the population towards the urban areas
of Greece and even further afield. (http://www.olympos-kokkinoplos.gr/e-istoria-tou-kokkinoplou)
Kokkinopilos is part of the Sarantaporo.gr network; a community-built and community-owned WiFi network
connecting 13 villages in the area. UnMonastery was inspired by the connection with the DIY networking
community, and the rich historical and cultural heritage of the area.

Figure 7: WiFi masts in the village, installed by the local Sarantaporo network

5.1.2

Building Trust and On-going Relationships
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The unMonastery group has been building active relationships and working with the small community in a rural
area of continental Greece for 2 years. The story of how we developed this relationship can be found in the first
version of this report (D2.10), submitted in 2017 – a summary is below. A small, although constantly changing
team has been returning to the village of Kokkinopilos and engaging in multi-dimensional relationship building
and collaborative planning. Our primary aim was to build a trusting relationship which can become the ground
for mutually beneficial collaboration. Our primary goal was to build trust and lasting relationships with the village,
and in exchange for the use of one of the empty buildings, contribute to addressing some of the issues the local
community shared with us.
What transpired during our conversations was that while we could use the toolkit as a framework for our own
work in Kokkinopilos and use the local network to collect information and data without using the cloud, the
expectation was to make the village more visible to the outside world – they asked us to build a website for the
village, both in Greek and English.
5.1.3
New Toolkit developments: Pretotyping and Autoethnography
During this pilot study both sets of partners, Napier and unMonastery, have been exploring and trialling methods
of research in the area of “soft” toolkits and workshop approaches. These approaches emphasise humancentred, people-oriented ways of working. The importance of emphasising the phase before technology
implementation has been a strong theme throughout the work. The idea of “pretotyping” (Savoia, 2011) has
been particularly influential.
In a way, we have come to use the toolkit as an autoethnographic tool (Ellis et al, 2011) which respects data
protection and privacy concerns while allowing for a visibility of our work in progress. Together with other
consortium members, we presented the toolkit along with unMonastery methods of documenting group
activities at the British Conference of Autoethnography 2018, in Bristol, (Davis et all, 2018) where there was an
expressed interest in using the toolkit for such ethnographic purposes. It is one of our goals to create a specific
recommended MAZI zone configuration for such purposes.
Conference Abstract:
Davies, Gareth; Hausel, Katalin and Stevens, James (2018).
In the paper we explain the role and facilitation of autoethnography to support the development and
use of a Do-It-Yourself networking toolkit. The EU-funded MAZI project has been experimenting with the
use of low-cost hardware wireless technology and open-source software for developing a toolkit that
can be controlled and deployed by local actors. The goal has been to foster social cohesion, conviviality,
knowledge sharing, and sustainable living by bring together those already living in physical proximity.
To achieve this, community partners in four pilots across Europe (London, Berlin, Zurich, Kokkinopilos)
have played an integral role as “insider researchers”. Researching social life in this way has been messy,
uncertain and emotional and has required methods that are agile enough to accommodate the chaotic
nature of social interactions (Adams et al., 2014; Gilbert, 2008). Our community partners have had to
blur the boundaries between acting as members of their communities whilst also researching and
reporting on local activities as members of the MAZI consortium to develop fit-for-purpose technology.
Reflecting on our comparative evaluation we offer insights into how DIY networking affords
opportunities for autoethnography; facilitating learning through the critique of cultural beliefs,
practices, and experiences of engaging with the toolkit.
5.1.4
The Village School Building
The activities in Kokkinopilos during this reporting period were a continuation of the work begun in the previous
period, reported in D2.10. One of the goals expressed by people of Kokkinopilos was to keep their shrinking
village on the map by developing local tourism, without losing the culture, pace and beauty of the place. They
were interested in renovating the local school building, now disused, to enable it to be used for tourism, for
example by turning it into a hostel for trekkers. In order to stop the empty building from deteriorating further,
the villagers offered the building to unMonastery to use for the MAZI pilot studies, and to explore other
possibilities of benefit to the community.
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Figures 8: The disused school building in the village.

The unMonastery Kokkinopilos pilot is based on a dual community engagement: 1. within the unMonastery
community (people who occupy the house during the pilot) and 2. with the local community in the village.
During the pilot, the unMonastery group carried out workshops and learning sessions within the unMonastery
group. The village population at this point was around 80 people, many were retired or middle-aged farmers and
a DIY networking toolkit was perceived as not being engaging or even accessible there in the early stages of the
pilot study. The unMonastery group decided to focus on understanding local needs and how we could contribute
to addressing them, using the technology as a tool for ourselves, and as boundary object as defined within the
wider MAZI project.
5.1.5
Pre-pilot phase: identifying topics
The unMonastery first deployed the MAZI zone in Kokkinopilos in June 15-29, 2016, during the summer camp. It
was a very early version of the toolkit and we needed help, and so a representative of the development team
came from Volos to set this up. We used the Etherpad application to create shared documents but found that
having to remember the exact naming was difficult to manage across the group. We reported our findings to the
developers. The summer camp focused on organisational issues in the first week, and participatory design
sessions to figure out what we could do in Kokkinopilos in the following year.

Figures 9: Pre-pilot planning

In October 2016, a smaller team returned to the village to continue the conversation with the villagers and make
further plans. These conversations often took place around the local village tavernas and involved interested
villagers. Ideas that emerged at this stage included ways to increase visitors to the village while remaining
sensitive to the culture and landscape of the area. The area is rich in hiking trails and sacred, historical and
archaeological heritage sites, and these attractions could potentially be mapped using the MAZI technology.
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Figures 10: Views of the cultural, archaeological and historic sites from around the Kokkinopilos village.

In the Spring of 2017 (M16) an extended Test Lab took place, this was the first of the pilot activities within the
pilot study Task 2.4, and is reported in D2.10.
5.1.6

M17-18: Summer Test Lab: Phase 1 July 2017

We arrived back at the beginning of July 2017 at a time of festivities. We witnessed beautiful dances and music,
and saw the village suddenly become fully populated again. We met groups who no longer reside in the village,
but who take an interest in the future of Kokkinopilos, and people who guard local customs. The festival goers
wore traditional outfits and danced traditional dances, specific to the local area.
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Figures 11: Summer in Kokkinopilos

Our return to the village was not without some setbacks. The building was rearranged to house over a hundred
marathon runners, so our kitchen, meeting room and dining area were gone. It took us a week to restore the
place to the point where we could start working. The permission to create a permaculture garden was annulled.
Another important element was missing – our Greek speakers all cancelled for July, so the group was without a
translator for a month.
In July, therefore, mostly in-house work was done. Charles, our permaculture expert, started to collaborate with
a local wild flower photographer and created an Herbarium – a wordpress site on the MAZI zone, cataloguing
local plants and listing their medicinal value. Lauren started to set up a MAZI zone in the tavern but it remained
a brief experiment, without any specific function due to lack of interest. Bembo was building relations with locals
to see if it was possible to capture the local language (Vlach) and make it accessible using a MAZI deployment.

Figures 12: inside the Schoolhouse
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Figures 13: Screens from the Wordpress Herbarium website.

unMonastery Report/Diary extract from July 2017:
The summer camp is finding its pace after quite a chaotic beginning with no kitchen and the many
runners in the village (and school) for the annual mountain race. The visitor stream has not stopped there
however. Many family members are returning to stay for the summer months from the nearby towns so
the population has maybe quadrupled at times. Unbelievable. It has been quite lively, but we have set
up an in-house MAZI zone and a second in the Taverna. This second Raspberry Pi utilised a relatively new
feature in the MAZI Zone, the ability to use a second WiFi radio to join an existing network to enable the
‘mixed mode’ access to the internet as well as the local services.
The MAZI Zone in the school has proved very useful so far considering we lose internet connection for
almost half of the day...We are using the following elements:
•
•
•

Diary (Etherpad) A collective daily diary.
Library (Etherpad) Holds the unMonastery literature (code/uncode, BoM etc) and participants’
proposed readings.
Archive (Nextcloud) Where we hold files (mostly static) and upload images.
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•
•

Guestbook - How you imagine it (It has been used once by Panos and friends).
Herborium (Wordpress) - A collection of local endemic native medicinal plants on Mount
Olympus.
• Navigation (Etherpad) - An index page to essential live documents e.g. House manual, agenda
minutes and working projects.
The second MAZI zone setup in process is acting as a local map (built on Wordpress) which is currently
temporarily and conveniently installed in the taverna.
It had been discussed but not confirmed about what the Map would show - as such the map plug-in was
a cumbersome beast to configure, and had to have content to make it useful. Charles had been using the
Map.me phone app (which connects to the Open Street Map system) and with his disappointment with
the shifting sand of the proposed permaculture garden, had taken up the Wordpress installation of the
Mazizone to create a ‘Herbarium’ with possible potentials:
•
Mapping locations of the herbs
•
Listing the use in recipes
•
Medicinal properties
These were trimmed down with time constraints to medicinal properties - the locations were mapped
using the phone app. The mapping activities were added to by Bram and his ornithology activities,
creating a spreadsheet from another app (name unknown) which would then be fed into a WP based
map. The mapping discussions with Lauren and Paul also covered the idea for an offline map server,
acting very much like the Map.me app, but able to be shared in small local network.
5.1.7
M17-18: Summer Test Lab - Phase 2 August 2017
By the time the August group, with two Greek speakers arrived, the house was again comfortable and
appropriately furnished for the unMonastery community. The technology was suffering though from the heat
and inexpert handling and the SD cards kept breaking. Some of the work done on them were lost, or inaccessible.
We continued with improvements on the house (planted a herb garden) and set to make plans to use our now
limited time left (one month) for the best. We looked at our plans and realised that the best way to make sure
we can give something back to the village was to immediately start collecting stories and generally cultural
material for the archives. We designed an archive, with a MAZI zone at the bottom, and a website on top,
granulating visibility, so sought out by the village, but so dangerous in terms of data and privacy protection issues.
We held several in-house introductions to the toolkit, and how it can enable our ‘ethnographic’ research, and
cautious data storage. Especially the interview tool, and the Wordpress site with its numerous useful plugins
(maps, catalogues, etc) promised to be very useful. And we continued using the Etherpad for shared writing.
unMonastery Report/Diary extract from August 2017:
Arriving back to Kokkinopilos on August 2, we found 2 Raspberry Pis - one called ‘mazizone’, which was
impossible to get to the portal page or the Admin panel, although if we typed in the exact link for an
Etherpad or Wordpress file, we could access them. There was a long conversation about this with the
tech support team over email. Another Raspberry Pi contained a map, which was a Wordpress site not
yet set up specifically for Kokkinopilos, and had no points in it yet.
The July team was heavily disabled by not having anyone who spoke Greek. We were lucky - in August,
we had two people who did. Katalin had the Interview app set up on her phone and it seemed reasonable
to use that to collect stories from the village. However, the MAZI Zones kept having problems - Katalin
set up a new one for Interviews, but after a few days it showed the same damage as ‘mazizone’. Clearly,
something was damaging the cards.
In the first work-planning circle after we arrived we realised that the Raspberry Pis are causing a lot of
problems, so we decided to transform the workroom (the front classroom) into a walk-in analogue MAZI
Zone - a place to collate people’s thoughts and local knowledge. We marked the wall with the various
projects we were planning to do, or inherited from the July group, and invited people from the village to
come and contribute. This fitted neatly with Paul and Katalin’s pretotyping approach, which Katalin had
refined as ‘Pre-tech’.
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It is not possible to claim that this drew in the crowds, but quite a few people came. Our reputation as
hard workers rose, as people who did come could see what we were doing, making what was an invisible
situation with a ‘hidden’ wireless network into a comfortable open space (with a sofa). Also, Valeria and
Eirini not being particularly tech-oriented, they felt a lot more comfortable working with this analogue
environment. We had stories and places stuck on the wall, under different headings. We turned a rotting
blackboard into a hand-made local map (painted it white first and drew the area) and added points
manually. It was extremely satisfying to work in this way, and we found it much easier to explain what
we were doing to our local ‘supporters’ - Sotiris and Nikos, our neighbour.
The plan was to create an analogue archive for our findings, and then digitise it, make it available on the
local network, and have a conversation in the village about what to make available on the internet and
what to keep local. We added a middle layer, as an idea - that maybe certain information can be visible
on the wider local network of the 13 villages. This idea fitted within the scope of the LibreMesh
(https://libremesh.org/ ) network, as we found out from the enthusiastic Nicolas Pace who visited twice.
5.1.8
The Physical “WALK:IN” MAZI Zone
From digital to analogue: an unexpected success
However, since the Raspberry Pis were not working properly, and even the Etherpads were unreliable - and we
were so short on time – we decided to unplug the Raspberry Pis and simply use our MAZI scenarios to structure
our work, and find a way to make it visible in a more appropriate way for the local context. So we built an
analogue WALK:IN MAZI zone, a physical archive, using one of the classrooms. This helped us to see our progress,
and also helped the villagers to grasp what exactly we were working on. Each aspect of the plans for using MAZI
were translated into an analogue version of it – we made a hand-made map where we marked points of interest
that were shared with us. We made notes and lists and filed them under the appropriate heading – on the wall.
Recipes, Waterways, Stories, History – everything had its place. We bought a printer (which we donated to the
village at the end of our stay) and printed our photos, to start planning our Wordpress site for the village. Only
the interviews remained digital. We even set up an analogue Guestbook – a green board with chalk and a small
book with pen, for messages.
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Figures 14: Creating the WALK:IN archive room

Figure 15: The plan for creating the room

unMonastery Report/Diary extract from August 2017:
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We worked in this manner until the 20th, when Paul came, and started to untangle our Raspberry Pi
troubles. The problems could be worked around by using a direct address to applications on the MAZI
Zone, being careful to avoid the MAZI Zone dashboard as it would ‘taint’ the web browser cache, making
visits to another MAZI Zone a problem.
Katalin and Paul built a local multilingual website on the local Raspberry Pi network, using the materials
and translations from Valeria and Eirini as source material - this was to be a demonstration for the locals
to view what was proposed to broadcast as suitable for general use. From the hand-written notes and
some photos, we created a scrapbook collection of the anecdotes left by the visitors from the village,
which was left there for the village.
The night before leaving the remaining team visited the taverna in the centre of the village and a group
of women there expressed an interest in the scrapbook - Katalin ran off and left it overnight with them.
We noticed a real spark of engagement from the group, with smiles generating spontaneously. Surely a
good sign. On its return there was a recipe and other additions.
Paul had also compiled notes with help from Michael for the house manual made from July and after
additions from Bembo, created a simple document in Libre Office Draw, exported as a PDF then used the
Bookleteer service (also used in the Deptford pilot study) to create an A5 booklet.
(https://bookleteer.com/publication.html?id=3346)
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Figures 16: The Bookleteer files. These can be downloaded from the website, printed and folded to create small
booklets.

We copied all our files and photos onto a memory stick and left it there for the village, the village also
was given the Multi Function Printer which we used to make headers and printouts of the photos
collected on the MAZI Zone NextCloud.
We worked in this manner for two weeks, and it actually worked really well. Once Paul, our technology expert
(from the Creeknet MAZI pilot in Deptford, London) arrived, we started to digitise the material and to think about
what to share online and what to keep local. We built a new MAZI zone, simply with an Etherpad, a Wordpress,
an Interview Tool and a photo storage. And we started to create the different services we originally planned.
We collected:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

STORIES
HISTORY
WATER SOURCES
RECIPES
ARTIFACTS (photos of)
SACRED LOCATIONS
VLACH IDIOMS
MOUNT OLYMPOS information
PLANTS

We were taken on hikes by local people, and even climbed Mount Olympus led by two herders. We finished the
Wordpress site before we left, so we could discuss what to put online and what we should not. We transferred
the Wordpress site to an online server and with this we delivered what the village expected from us:
www.kokkinopilos.gr
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Figure 17: the Wordpress website built on the MAZI Zone

Figures 18: The www.kokkinopilos.gr website currently online

Figures 19: Hiking in the Mount Olympus area.

We collected all the materials in our analogue archive into a scrap book, which turned out to be much more
popular than the website, at least locally. We created a book about the building for future visitors - since we
learned so much about how to take care of it and how to deal with issues. And we handed everything, including
the memory sticks with all the digital material, back to the village council.
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Figures 20: the archival scrap book
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5.2

Zagori Region

This Test Lab was lead by Lauren Lapidge of unMonastery
5.2.1
Zagori Test Lab: (Ioannina)
The city of Ioannina and the surrounding region of Epirus was an interesting place to propose a new unMonastery
site because of its particular geographical characteristics, social history and last but not least the natural beauty
of the area. Zagori is a region situated in the in the Pindus mountains in north western Greece, and includes over
40 villages, known as the Zagori villages. The area has unique geology and spectacular rivers and gorges.

Figure 21: Traditional stone bridge in the Vikos Gorge in the Zagori Park, on the road to Tsepelovo.

Ioannina is the largest city in the area with a rural and urban character at the same time, which would allow for
projects related to both environments to appear and grow. The region offers the potential to reconnect urban
and rural life, an ideal ground to invent ways to connect the city of Ioannina to the mountainous areas of
Tzoumerka and Zagori that surround it. Ioannina is a university town, and it has a series of active local
associations with specific technical skills in ongoing social, cultural and environmental projects with which
unMonastery can collaborate. This includes an existing technological community: a research hub (p2p-lab), a
technological institute within the university and a fablab (Habibi Works) built for the refugee community of a
camp in the outskirts of the city.
Geographically Ioannina has been quite isolated and the surrounding villages even more so with many people
migrating into the city itself or further to the capital, Athens. Nonetheless, in many ways it is necessarily
connected with wonderfully architectural bridges connecting villages, and miles of walking paths that zigzag
through the mountains into neighbouring Albania. The presence of a University ensures 20,000 students living
and working there each year. In contrast the surrounding mountainous villages are mostly populated by an older
generation but in recent years there has been a noticeable desire for younger people to move to the villages
mostly due to the beautiful natural surroundings they offer. Ioannina offers the potential to reconnect urban
and rural life; to invent ways to connect the city of Ioannina to the mountainous areas of Tzoumerka and Zagori
that surround it.
5.2.2

Scoping the Test Lab
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There are many empty buildings in the mountainous region surrounding Ioannina. The unMonastery group met
with many local representatives, including mayors, and built relationships with local stakeholders and individuals
from municipalities and local communities. Due to the language barrier it was essential to have individuals who
understand Greek as well as the local terrain to negotiate with stakeholders and find relevant local actors. This
team was able to act as our point of contact in the run up to Test Lab implementation. The choice of two buildings
in nearby picturesque mountainous village in the region of Zagori were informally offered by the village
presidents.
5.2.3

The Zagori Test Lab in Tsepelovo village

The Test Lab took place in Tsepelovo village, in a building owned by the Athens School of Fine Arts, which has
several annexes across Greece, used as special educational centres. The Tsepelovo Annex building is mainly used
in the summer months for activities including; providing students with additional and specialised training,
conducting special workshops, as well as hosting seminars, exhibitions, lectures, screenings, and other cultural
events.

Figures 22: The Test Lab building (left) in Tsepelovo village (right), an annex of the Athens School of Fine Arts.

5.2.4
Framework: unMonastery Test Lab Framework
During visits to the region we have identified a number of areas of action specifically in the mountainous regions.
We discovered a desire to:
• build a community network
• develop alternative tourism
• archive local traditions and stories
• create alternative forms of education
• raise awareness of environmental concerns
• search for local resource sharing tools.
This Test Lab period would allow an extended investigation into the region of Epirus and the needs of its
community to decide if it is a potential site for the future activity on unMonastery.
A combined experimental place for studying new ways of living together and new ways of balancing every day
labour with creative meaningful work, unMonastery Test Labs offer home to distributed research and
development of ground-breaking projects that address deep future needs:
•
•
•
•
•

do-it-yourself and peer to peer technologies
circular economy
zero waste systems
open source ecology
commons infrastructure.

Extract from unMonastery planning report before the start of the Zagori Test Lab:
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Crucially the Ioannina Test Lab will be delivered as a stand alone project as well as a stepping stone to
the next stage of the process map. With this is mind apart from raising the 'we', lab participants will
research DIY networking technologies ability to create location based collective awareness. Research will
consider the MAZI zones and toolkit in relation to well-being, sustainability, nomadism and education.
Actions will include development and prototyping, communication and dissemination as well as site
specific installation where appropriate. The Test Lab will also produce conceptual research through
location-based scenario writing on the potential of DIY networking technologies. It is proposed the Test
Lab will organise a series of events or workshops and for this to form the lesser base of our collaboration
with p2p-lab on which can be fleshed out. Another opportunity is to organise a public event, possibility
the next unSummit. It could be shaped in two parts: a symposium within the city and a retreat in a nearby
village.
During visits to the city we have identified a number of areas of concern and potential action. The region
of Zagori is a well-established tourist destination known for its striking beauty, national parks with the
famous Vikos gorge and its picturesque villages with traditional architecture. However the annual
mountain running tournament forms the only alternative tourism in the area. Both the region of Zagori
and Tzoumerka plan on developing local alternative and sustainable tourism in order to not be forgotten
but maintain the culture and beauty of their region. During our February visit we heard from the locals
ideas around low impact tourism which included mapping the bridges, architectural marvels in their own
right and the local traditions and stories that surround them. The stone built bridges and mountain roads
are what connected the villages until modern roads were opened in the 1950's. We were keen on the
metaphor of bridges as nodes within the mountainous network. There are existing plans to restore
pathways, build new ones and map the existing trekking trails. Generally, a desire for collaborative
decision making and resource sharing tools was expressed as vital mechanisms for local development.
There is also a recent refugee community present in the region of Epirus. We visited two: Katsikas camp
on the outskirts of Ioannina and another in the village of Tsepelovo in the mountainous region of Zagori.
The population size of the village doubles when the camp is full. The refugee’s presence is welcomed
mostly due to the economic benefits but there is little interaction between the locals and newcomers.
How could DIY networking technologies be used to facilitate integration between locals and refugees?
Next to Katsika camp there is also a fully equipped and active fablab, with wood and metal workshop,
media studio, textile printing, sewing machines and 3D printers. One future goal of the project is to open
the lab to the local Greek community too. Habibi Works welcomes any project proposals and provides
access to tools and equipment to work on MAZI and unMonastery project as well as its existing user
base. How could MAZI zone be used as a digital noticeboard, create a space for sharing pictures, user
manuals etc and coordinate activities and p2p learning. Openki.net (https://openki.net ) a free software
and platform for p2p education has been flagged as a contender for the latter.
A considerable and consistent obstacle of a younger generation’s presence in villages roots itself in the
lack of adequate schooling. New families and young people move to larger towns and cities to access
better education, private tutors etc. We met with people planning two alternative education projects,
one in the city of Ioannina and another in the region of Tschomerka. We plan to bridge these interests
with the existing knowledge and connection that unMonastery holds in alternative education. The
founding member of Openki and Autonomous school in Zurich will participate in the Ioannina Test Lab.
Openki is an interactive and open source web-platform in development with the ambition to facilitate a
barrier-free access to education for everyone. We will look at using a fork of Openki as part of the MAZI
toolkit: for sharing localised offline information about event and p2p knowledge sharing, documentation
& organization of learning contents and testing the potential use of Openki at unconferences, democratic
schools and participatory festivals.
5.2.5
Local coordinator
Understanding the difficulties of entering communities as complete strangers, the Zagori Test Lab invited a
member of the village to join the project as a local coordinator. Contact with her was made through personal
networks.
She would support the project coordinator, the Test Lab and its participants to communicate with the local
community. Her initial tasks included a building inspection and inventory and communicating with local
stakeholders before the Test Lab period begun. During the Test Lab she became a vital bridge between the local
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community and unMonastery Test Lab initiating meetings, supporting public events and communicating the
MAZI project. Furthermore she was able to provide deeper understanding from lived experience about the village
and surrounding area.
Project coordinator comment:
“This has worked really well, because you already arrive somewhere and you are not a stranger. You
already have someone in the village who knows something about the project, who is willing to get
involved and support the work that you are doing. And they know the village, they can tell you when the
bread man is coming, the basic stuff. And you get level of trust that you maybe couldn't get otherwise
get.”
5.2.6
Remote support
Regular remote support sessions were setup before the Test Lab in the form of weekly calls with a member of
unMonastery meta-national with extensive group facilitation skills. This weekly contact supports the project
coordinator to reflect on progress and offered advice. Later remote support was setup for fellows regarding their
interest. For example Penny Travlou, a lecturer in Cultural Geography and Theory at Edinburgh University, had a
number of calls with the mapping team where she shared her extensive knowledge on ethnographic research.
5.2.7
Language Barriers
Participants within the Test Lab should be able to communicate in the local language, in this case Greek. Effort
was put in to finding fellows so that at least half of the Test Lab were Greek speakers, and this goal was exceeded.
5.2.8
People and Focus areas
In keeping with the interdisciplinary nature of the MAZI project and unMonastery the fellows consisted of
geographers, anthropologists, writers, researchers, artists and programmers. Most of the project focus areas
were kept general and broad in the beginning so that the projects could develop in response to the experience
of living in the village. However, one project that was identified early was to work on the Test Lab toolkit itself,
as this was intended to be a tool for the Test Lab to use to support the co-living and co-working of the
unMonastery Test Lab.

Figure 23: The Zagori Test Lab Team
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5.2.9

Projects

1. Mapping
This project would seek the dual role of preservation and archiving, along with an interactive means of resource
sharing that would help connect and invigorate the adoption and use of this knowledge for the demands of the
present-future. The initial goal will pertain firstly to the establishment of an efficient work process within the
local community of the prescribed test zone of the pilot project. This template would help encourage interactions
amongst living networks and initiatives, as well as serving as an organic space for the development and
augmentation of present and future projects, wherein the resources contained would allow for the necessary
facilitation for any group or individuals to begin their own projects
In the face of the imminence of rapid change and upheaval, that the cultural knowledge and traditions are not
lost, especially insofar as they will be able to inform the development or incubation of a cultural revival that is
able to dynamically self-create itself for the future. Can cultures find a means of doing more than just preserving
their past in an atrophied form, but rather find the means of revitalizing themselves in response to their current
situation?

Figures 24: Mapping and archiving of the Tsepelovo village magazine

Methods
The mapping project divided its process into different phases:
1. Direct: concerns relationship building with the local community. It consists of continuous dialogue, to
collect information about the life of the people of the region, their histories, how they experience their
reality and how they perceive the future. For us Topos is animated by the people who live in it, and as
such we intend to initially prioritize the relationship which exists between the people and their
environment.
2. Indirect: is the process of research and study of sources written by people from the region for the region,
as well as more general academic and intellectual material. The synthesis, or relationship of these two
methodologies will allow us to construct a general mosaic of the region which is both multidisciplinary
and multimedia.
2. Security in local networks
Some of the fellows had expertise in software cryptography and an interest in building secure mesh networks.
A solution to the censorship and surveillance of information is to decentralize the infrastructure that stores and
shares this information. Ad-hoc, local, or mesh networks are a potential solution to this problem and provide an
alternative to state-owned routers. These systems require better efficiency and privacy properties in order to be
long-term alternatives to a centralized Internet. We plan to work on integrating privacy into local, ad-hoc
networks.
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3. Test Lab toolkit
This work is based upon the experiments with the in house MAZI zone setup in the Kokkinopilos summer camp
and the scenario 1 set out in the previous deliverable.
The proposal is to see if the MAZI zone can be customised to create useful toolkit for Test Labs, plug-in and play,
interactive and hybrid space and counterpart to the Test Lab manual that offers foundational tools for short to
medium-term co-living and co-working experiments that explore the unMonastery proposition, as presented
within the BIOS toolkit and the unMonastery Library.
Based on the unMonastery literature and design patterns, the intentions and goals of a Test Lab toolkit is to
guide new users to navigate to key documents, templates and tools held in the unMonastery’s extensive
repertoire. A second iteration of unmonastery in a box, something between an interactive manual, a toolkit, a
directory and interface.
This work is built upon the experiments with the in house MAZI zone setup in the Kokkinopilos Test Lab. This
version of the in house MAZI that we called the Test Lab toolkit aimed to:
1. Be highly accessible, replicable and forkable. To include a set of technologies that supports the accounting,
managing resources and communicating
2. Plugin and play - lowering the operational costs for initial setup and reducing debate around one piece of
software over another.
3. Ability to walk into an empty building and instantly enact unMonastery and tap into a pre-existing network.
4. To limit some of the administrative efforts in order to create more time and space for research, projects and
community building specifically in short timeframes
Methods
Setup of MAZI zone at Zagori Test Lab:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Internal workshops - To develop an initial understanding between the participants in the first week of the
Test Lab, workshops were held to explain the MAZI project in more detail, walk through initial setup, the
portal interface and its applications.
Work x Value - With the understanding that learning by doing we created collaborative sprint using the
various applications. Lauren combined these sprints, workshops and sessions based on unMonastery toolkit.
Etherpad was used for scribing planning circles, contributing to the collective diary and evaluations.
Documentation sprints would be uploaded photos and files folders in NextCloud.
Reports of workshops or weekly newsletters were displayed as posts in Wordpress.
The use of these collaborative sprints were threefold:
1) introducing people to mazi toolkit
2) introducing unmonastery tools
3) Informing the design of the Test Lab toolkit

Challenges
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assumption of collaborative working experience.
Assumption that users have used collaborative tools and processes before
Difficulty finding documents or understanding how application should be used.
Development of WP interface linking to key documents and online tools.
Navigation/ signposting to direct people what to use the MAZI tools for. Despite conceptions of
unMonasterians as digital nomads we are not all technologists in unMonastery. Continual technical support
was needed throughout the Test Lab particularly with the use of Wordpress
Internal – external – local – meta-national dilemma. Integration with existing unMonastery community
digital infrastructure. Online/offline dilemma
Lack of malleability - We spent a lot of time sourcing open source applications that can been integrated into
the MAZI zone. Need for further customisation prevented by technical difficulties in systems administration.
Deciding how and which items are public or hidden. Internal Vs. External.
How the zone can act as both an interface between the local community and Test Lab as well as a tool for
organising co-living and co-working spaces.
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5.2.10

Activities: Deployments and Workshops

MAZI Internal workshops: 21st October
Internal workshops with the MAZI toolkit were begun as 4 days into arrival at Tsepelevo.
Nomadic Toolkit Workshop
Platanos Sprint and Demonstration
We had not managed to arrange an unopening upon arrival as we had chosen to focus our energy on building
internal relation and getting to know one another. A big village event at the coming weekend presented a good
opportunity to interact with the extended community rather than one-to-one informal conversations. This was
the commemoration of the Greek entry into the second world war, and this was acknowledged with a large
gathering in the village square of residents and those who live elsewhere but still consider the village home.
The plane tree, or platanos in Greek is a permanent feature of most village squares in mainland Greece. People
say that that if the platanos could speak it could tell you everything about the village. We decide to build a MAZI
zone around this concept. We chose to present one element of the MAZI toolkit, the guestbook application in
the main square of the Tsepelovo.
Challenges
A new version of the MAZI toolkit was ready for release but was still short of the language versioning we had
hoped for to help us get a version working in the local languages here in Greece and elsewhere the MAZI toolkit
is already in use.

Figure 25: The Platanos Sprint workshop with James Stevens (left) from the Creeknet MAZI pilot

James Stevens (SPC) of the Creeknet MAZI pilot study based in London, UK, visited the unMonastery Test Lab
associated with MAZI, in Tsepelovo Greece (26th October to 2nd November). (See also D2.5) As with Paul
Clayton’s earlier visits to Kokkinopilos, the purpose was to provide expertise gained through the Creeknet pilot,
assist with setting up a MAZI Zone, and to exchange knowledge and practices between the two pilots. Using
similar methods used in Creeknet James also introduced Test Lab participants to the MAZI toolkit and
participated in UnMonastery activities. A blog post with more photos describing this work can be found here:
http://wrd.spc.org/tsepelovo-test/
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Figures 26: Posters and logo for the Platanos project and the Test Lab (photo right from http://wrd.spc.org/tsepelovotest/)

Figure 27: The Platanos website
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Figures 28: The Platanos project in the village square.

Tim Ingold book Presentation: 15th November
On Wednesday November 15th we had a presentation on Tim Ingold’s book entitled Lines: A Brief History. The
book was intended to expand on the philosophical and anthropological background of linearity in order to enrich
the approach and methodology of the mapping project. The book deconstructed the dominant modern
conceptualization of lines and how they reflect certain historical contingencies. Core questions explored included
how lines became straight, and how they have over time become skewed towards quantitative thinking from
qualitative thinking.
The author intended the book to be a useful tool for assisting in an organic social constructivism, which would
encourage an open-ended view of the evolutionary process, specifically from a sociological perspective. Thus it
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was helpful for the mapping project since we are seeking to consolidate a new form of conceptualizing human
geography that is participatory and productive in connecting the threads of the past, specifically the means by
which they maintain life within us, be it consciously, or through processing the unconscious elements.
MAZI Workshops, Bi weekly
The platanos demonstration had captured some people's imagination and altered the abstract concept of a local
networks into a more concrete idea. Although dismissed as a possible implementation to be developed we
decided to seize this interest and introduce the DIY element though a number of workshops. The local
coordinator suggested that Wednesday afternoon would be an appropriate time to hold a workshop for
permanent residents of Tsepelovo and that a more informal workshop on Sunday afternoon could engage those
who visit at the weekend. The Sunday open days were more spontaneous were unstructured and varied
depending who was visiting at the time.
The workshops divided into two strands. The first a regular group who discussed how the village could use the
MAZIzone and the second more of an open afternoon for visitors to learn more about the MAZI project and
unMonastery.
Workshop 1: 15th November
On Wednesday afternoon we held our first public workshop on how to setup a MAZIZone which was divided into
three thematic sections.
The first section concerned general information regarding how global and local networks work. Since the majority
of the stakeholders had a minimum understanding of the workings of the internet, and subsequently local
networks, the briefing was simplified using sketches and illustrations in order to encourage comprehension.
Additionally, appropriate analogies were used that focused on the participant's daily lives, which had the dual
function of clarifying the technology and constructing a usable narrative.
The second section related to the functioning of the MAZIzone toolkit. More specifically, the technical parts that
make up the toolkit; the Raspberry Pi, the internal SD memory card, the antenna and its range, a cost analysis
and the means of setting it up were explained. Afterwards, the four stakeholders experimented - either through
their mobile phones or the provided computers - with the basic applications currently offered on the MAZIzone
homepage. There was a brief exploration of the Guestbook where they left a message on Platanos (named after
the Plane trees that are distinctive to each village square). They were then shown how the Etherpad application
works, especially in how it can be utilized collectively. Forthwith, there was a presentation of the Wordpress,
which at the present time has been renamed “Tsepelovo”.
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Figures 29: MAZI workshops

The third section concerned the doubts and queries of the residents about the use of MAZI Zone in the village of
Tsepelovo. Reasonably, they wondered about the will of most village residents - and not only - to participate in
building the ΜaziΖone for the village. At that point, some uses were proposed, such as general information about
the village, in order to assist visitors. It was also understood that the MAZI Zone should primarily be a collective
tool for the village and not just for commercial individualistic purposes, with the former not ruling out the utility
of the latter. Another issue was the imminent difficulty of having the ΜAZI Ζone in a place like Tsepelovo. Their
pessimism lies in the fact that it will not actually solve the basic problems of the village, such as low demography
and the lack of young people. Nonetheless, there was speculation about the possibility that the kit could assist
in cultivating further collaboration, serving a paradigmatic function, and disseminating information more
effectively. With the potential of further augmentation and the possibility of attracting more people to relocate
to the village.
Mesh-networking workshop: 18th-19th November

Figure 30: flyer to advertise the mesh networking event.
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Reinhard Humpfer, a mesh and community networks expert, made the four hour drive to Tsepelovo to join us
for a weekend of learning and discussion. After greetings and introductions, we dove directly into perhaps one
of the most important topics that surround community networks of all types: participation, maintenance, and
knowledge.
As the creator and maintainer of the Trizone community network in aka I4free, Reinhard has years of experience
in involving the community and teaching beginners the basics of DIY networking.
Refreshed and eager, coupled with the overflowing enthusiasm that defines Reinhardt's personality, we began
our Sunday morning around the large conference table having spread a large sheet of blank paper. Our sketches
tell the story of our learning process, half lecture and half interactive visual pedagogy. We explored network
layers, protocols, infrastructure, and the physics of information storage and transfer. In the afternoon, the
discussion became less basic and more specific to decentralized networks and mesh networks. However, the
constant theme that bound all of these lessons together was the end goal of creating something that a
community of people can use and make their own.
We learned many lessons beyond the technical aspects of networking during Reinhard's visit. Our collaborative
learning process brought different perspectives to a normally one-sided topic and our conversations about
community served as a constant reminder that technology does not exist in isolation from the complex
relationships of people who use it.
Agritech Workshop
We finished the week with a continuation of the MAZI Zone workshops. After a basic introduction to the MAZI
project and a general explanation of how networks work one of the participants, a young bean farmer from a
nearby village, began to discuss the trials and tribulations of everyday life of the farm. To give some framework
to the discussion we began a topographic study by mapping out some points of concerns and potential invention.
By the end we had traversed from a general analysis of a common problem for farmers in mountainous regions,
that is that their land is divided in different locations, to the particular details and potential tools and technology
(infrared cameras, humidity sensors and ultrasonic water level sensors) we could use in each case.
At this point Reinhard had joined in the conversation and moved to discussing how we could connect these
elements. Before long we had an initial template for a networked agritech system. During this conversation we
stumbled across another interesting potential. An informal community networks (of sorts) appears to exist
somewhere beneath the surface of Zagori. In each village the municipality is offering a free access WiFi point
often from their offices somewhere close to the Platia (village square). We discovered that the community often
are using and self-distributing the municipality free WiFi in one another's houses. Where does this WiFi come
from and some documentation of the network to how we can use it to bootstrap our local network projects.

Figures 31: Agritech workshop with Reinhard.

Workshop 2: week commencing 20th November
This week’s MAZI Zone workshop naturally built upon the previous week. The main focus was to detail the
proposed Tsepelovo infopoint, which immediately brought up some issues, specifically in expressing a clear
definition that was also unanimous, and in light of this, interrogating the actual value. There was no definitive
problem that we were solving, but there were ideas as to how it could be useful. The first and most obvious was
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to provide information about the village to visitors that was readily accessible. Furthermore, this meant
navigating the different interests of the locals in order to not over privilege some over others, especially when it
came to businesses and economic vested interests.
The traditional cultural practice of “filoxenia,” ie. hospitality, came up as a reference for trying to orient the
infopoint, and the accompanying aporia of the capacity for a box with circuits to be able to augment or substitute
a practice based on warm gestures and human expression. Furthermore, the question of the potentiality of a
box to transcend its parts, to develop or embody a subjectivity that mirrors the spirit of a place or community
hovered over the conversation.
This brought up the next great challenge, since the box itself cannot amend on its own an already deteriorated
sense of collectivity, both in identity and in practice. Of course, given our limited resources and time we sought
to find certain points that had the potential to cultivate, even if superficial at first, points of convergence of
interest that could help re-establish, or moreover, strengthen pre-existing bonds of collectivity, communication
and cooperation. These points needed to have a dual function, the first offering something immediate as the
pilot project wound down, and secondly, to contain within the infrastructure the potential for expanding into
something more substantial pending the success and participation of the former.
Afterwards we discussed maps, noticeboards, business directories and trekking paths. All these discussions were
intended to help focus the building of the local network, and to provide both information about the village for
visitors, as well as integrate tools that would encourage connectivity and commoning. Location point and
infrastructure were discussed, since we thought it viable to host the same information on different boxes with
the curiosity of seeing how over time they would change due to various interactions. It was mentioned that an
80-year-old in the village was always complaining about the difficulty of accessing the municipality’s free WiFi
from his house for use on his iPad, which naturally diverted the conversation to the possibility of building a
community network across the village.
Wrapping up the conversation until the next meeting it was agreed that we would establish one access point in
the central square of the village and another box specifically to host a library archive in the cultural association,
which amongst other literature would contain a digital archive of the local periodical.
Vision: to find a collaborative and cooperative project for the village to participate in, to help facilitate the
community that shall use it and allow it to expand.
CoderDojo and Scratch workshop
On Tuesday of this week, the students from the village primary school (two in all) were invited for a workshop
on computer programming. The format of the workshop was in accordance with the CoderDojo guidelines and
based on the beginner's manual on creating games with Scratch. Scratch is a programming language developed
by MIT that helps ‘ninjas’ (CoderDojo participants) to comprehend the basics of imperative algorithmical flow
and the concepts of event-driven programming. The workshop lasted approximately two and a half hours,
wherein the ‘ninjas’ immersed themselves in the excitement of learning the basics of creating interactive games.
We assess this endeavour as a success given that upon encountering the children again some days later they
informed us of their continued engagement in the development of their prototype games at home.
Workshops 3 onwards: developing into working groups
Now with the basic concepts collectively developed, we divided the project into tasks and shared them among
us. The time between the members of the community had also become more precious. In the run up to the
winter the village become very active. Our core group in the village had suddenly become very occupied so the
guesthouses and souvenir shops are preparing for incoming visitors. Others are preparing for the harsh
conditions of winter, collecting wood and bringing in wild horses to be looked after over the winter.
The workshops developed into working groups who would meet when they could to complete the tasks of two
MAZI Zones; the Tsepelevo infopoint that would be housed in the municipality building, and the Tsouflis (Local
cultural association) Archive.
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Figures 32: Tsoufilis logo and the Tsepelovo infopoint logo

On Wednesday, 6 December, the 4th Workshop for the construction of the Tsepelovo Information Network was
held, with the participation of two residents of the village, one of whom was a member of the village's cultural
club.
Deployment: The Tsoufilis archive
During the workshop it was decided to install two Rasberry Pi devices in the village. The one device would include
the photographic archive owned by the Tsepolvos cultural club "Tsouflis" and the issues of the magazine "En
Tsepelovo" published by the club and this would be placed in the building of the club in the square of the village.
The second device will include the community map as well as the map with the mountaineering trails that start
and end at Tsepelovo and will be placed at the community office of the village located in the square.
The club's photographic record is in digital format and has been given to us by a member of the club for the
needs of the network. The issues of the magazine were also given to us and were converted to PDF format so
that network visitors can not only read and download digital ones. The photo archive will not be able to download
anyone but browse it.
The local coordinator of the unMonastery team undertook to contact the chairman of the club (who resides in
Thessaloniki) for these decisions and to obtain permission to use the photographic archive and the magazines
for the needs of the network.
Deployment: The Tsepelovo infopoint
The Tsepelovo infopoint deployment was one of the two outcomes developed over six weeks with a core group
from the local community through MAZI workshops described above.
The main goal was to find a collaborative and cooperative project for the village to participate in, and the
community that could use it and allow it to expand. However, through the various workshops it was decided that
the first version of the infopoint would be oriented towards visitors to the village and those who maintain strong
bonds with the community even though they reside elsewhere. Thus it was hoped to serve as means of assisting
the permanent residents in the village who are in direct contact with, and facilitators to those visitors. The
concept is to update (eksynxronisi) pre-existing traditional notions of hospitality for the modern digital world.
Included in the version was information about the village including its history, key landmarks, amenities: a map
of toponyms and different spaces; and information about 6 trekking trails.
It is housed in the municipal building of the village and it can be accessed from the village square.
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Figures 33: the village square and municipal buildings.

Event: Zagori Test Lab Unclosing, 16th -17th December
We decided to hold an event on the last weekend before leaving the village. On Saturday 16th and Sunday 17th
from 11:00 to 13:00, members of our team created a public gallery and photographic exhibition for the village.
It was also suggested that a large map of the village be printed so that during this event the residents could mark
the various place names of the area, and this whole process could become a game between our group and the
community. Finally, it was decided to organize a farewell feast on the premises of our team in Tsepelovo for the
afternoon of Sunday. Posters were made to inform the community.

Figure 34: Poster for the unclosing event

5.2.11

Visit to Zagori Test Lab from Edinburgh Napier University researchers.

In December 2017, two researchers from Edinburgh Napier visited the Zagori Test Lab for meetings and
discussions. Audio interviews with some of the Test Lab unMonastery Fellows and the local coordinator were
carried out.
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5.3

Our Networks Conference, Toronto 13-18th July

Our Networks is a conference about the past, present, and future of building our own network infrastructures.
The event brings together enthusiasts, hardware and software hackers, researchers, organizers and more to
collectively explore creative and critical engagements with the Internet and alternative infrastructures.
Unmoansterians Lauren and Cecylia joined the conference for its second year that took place in the Mozilla
offices to present the MAZI Zone toolkit and learnings from the unMonastery pilot. The presentation entitled
‘Building something together with local networks” discussed how a local and organic internet could propose an
alternative to the mainstream internet, the development of the MAZI toolkit in relation to local contexts in which
it was tested and future steps.
Cecylia with Justin also held a speculative fiction workshop entitled ‘What do we want?’ which asked
communities involved in shaping the future of alternative networks, and whose futures will in turn be shaped by
them, what these networks should look like? We the idea of setting up local network and mazizones to question
to further explore alternative visions to what our future networks could be.

Figure 35: Screenshot of the Our Networks conference website

From the program:
Building something together with local networks
Cecylia Bocovich / Lauren Lapidge
The Internet as it exists today is not an ideal tool for liberation or the exploration of something new. The
infrastructure is largely corporation and state owned and controlled. In this demonstration, we look at
working with communities to build local networks: small pockets of exploration that have the potential
to become whatever we can dream up together. We will be demonstrating the MAZI zone toolkit
(meaning "together" in Greek), and the results of a pilot study by the nomadic group unMonastery and
community members of the Zagori region in Greece.
What do we want?
Justin Tracey / Cecylia Bocovich
In the world we live in, there is a near-universal social norm that says greater connectivity, a more global
web, and more pervasive digital networks are an inherent good. We see this sentiment reflected
everywhere, from the obvious manifestations in IoT devices, cellphones, and Facebook, to more implicit
forms, such as in the fights for greater digital security, more censorship-resistant communication, or
more distributed control of these networks. As communities involved in shaping the future of these
networks, and whose futures will in turn be shaped by them, it seems worth asking: Is a more networked
world really always what we want?
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Rather than try to answer this question directly, we will instead provide a short introduction to the topic,
then help guide an open discussion, focusing on what it means in practice for us involved in the
development of these networks.
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6. Pilot study activities in Edinburgh
During the period covered by this report, MAZI partners at Edinburgh Napier University maintained close contact
with the unMonastery Test Lab partners and activities. A visit by two Napier partners to the Zagori Test Lab took
place in December 2017.
As part of the development of workshop methodologies to engage people with the MAZI Toolkit ideas, the
following event was arranged in Edinburgh together with Katalin Hausel of unMonastery and partners from
Creeknet. The event was very useful for further developing knowledge gained during the Test Labs, and also to
inform the development of further unMonastery workshop activities to take place in Edinburgh in October 2018,
reported in section 7.
19th March 2018: MAZI Hackathon at DataFest18, Edinburgh, UK.
Fringe Event, Title: Program Or Be Programmed: The implications of small data, local context and “Do-ItYourself” technologies.
Venue: CodeBase startup incubator, Edinburgh.
From the event website:
DataFest18 was a celebration of data-driven innovation, and was applauded for its focus on the
potential positive power of the ethical use of data. From predicting pandemics and childhood obesity to
enhancing B2B payments and earthquake response, examples showcased how data can be used for
good. DataFest18 celebrated all the Data Warriors who, data scientists or not, understand and help drive
the power of data innovation in their own companies and industries, while encouraging others to become
Data Warriors too.
Over 40 Fringe Events took place across Scotland including hackathons, networking and inspiring
workshop sessions for school pupils stretching from Edinburgh and Glasgow to Inverness, Dundee and
Aberdeen. This is almost double the number of events held last year, which demonstrates the interest
and willingness of the data and tech community across Scotland to discuss and get involved in data
driven innovation.
https://www.thedatalab.com/news/2018/datafest18-what-a-week
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Figures 39: The MAZI hackathon and an image from the MAZI Toolkit

The MAZI Hackathon event saw participants take part in hands-on practical activities and learn about current
case studies, including examples from the MAZI project from Deptford, Berlin, Zurich and Greece.
The event presented an alternative view on data technology, focusing on “small” data, citizen empowerment
and grassroots action. It was organised by Ingi Helgason and Michael Smyth at Edinburgh Napier University, and
the day was run by: James Stevens of SPC, Deptford, London, Mark Gaved of the Open University, Katalin Hausel
of unMonastery.
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7. Future plans and conclusion
7.1

Future Plans

In the final period of the unMonastery Pilot, activities will focus around a programme of public events to take
place in Edinburgh in October 2018. The planning for these events is currently underway and will include the
unMonastery Summit.
As an exploration of potential ideas for these events, partners from Napier, unMonastery and Creeknet organised
a public hackathon event in March 2018 in Edinburgh. Our experiences and reflections from this event have
informed the structure of the October events as follows:
Saturday 14 October
unMonastery will run a community hackathon event in Interview Room 11 (IR11) an artist-run working space
project in the Muirhouse area of Edinburgh.
http://www.ir11.org.uk
16-18 October
MAZI Cross-fertilisation event
Public Workshops and Symposium
Do-It-Yourself Technologies for Action and Empowerment: Stories, practice and perspectives.

Figure 40: event web page from www.mazizone.eu

Text from the website:
The MAZI project is concluding at the end of 2018. To mark the occasion, we are inviting you to join us
as we celebrate our achievements, share our stories and the lessons we learned, and perhaps most
importantly, to discuss what should happen next. The symposium will present case studies from our pilot
studies in Berlin, Zurich, London and northern Greece, along with talks by invited speakers. Building on
the context of our own MAZI experiences, we will broaden out the debate with perspectives from outside
the project.
Where next? Future directions and challenges.
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To end the day, we will present a panel debate with speakers, titled: From Do-It-Yourself to Do-ItTogether: Perspectives on the future use of community networking technologies for grassroots social
impact.
Hands-on Workshops
The half-day workshops will provide “hands-on” opportunities to try out the MAZI DIY networking toolkit,
based around the Raspberry Pi. The workshops will be divided into two groups, one for technical novices
with an interest in how the technologies can be used in domains such as; education, art & creativity, and
civic & community participation. The other group will be for programmers and technical enthusiasts who
are interested in finding out more about it all works, and perhaps getting involved in supporting the ongoing development of the open-source project.

7.2

Conclusion

This deliverable has presented the activities that covered the main period of the unMonastery pilot study (M18
– M32). The main focus of this work has been based around the two Test Lab sites in Greece, along with additional
events in Edinburgh, UK.
The final version of this deliverable, D2.12 (M36), will present a more detailed analysis, evaluation and reflection
of the pilot study as a whole, referring to Holliman’s 6Ps - six principles of engaged research (2017). This activity
is in line with the evaluation approach across the 4 pilot studies that comprise the MAZI project.
At the time of writing this deliverable several themes are emerging (summarised in section 1.2) and these are
described below using the 6Ps framework:
‘Preparedness’: identifying local contexts, understanding of the challenges to be faced, the researchers’
preparations for dealing with these challenges
In both the Test Lab sites, approaches were developed for engaging with both the local village communities and
within the unMonastery community itself. Learnings from each Test Lab were incorporated into subsequent
situations, with respect to the importance of forward planning before beginning the residential phase of the Test
Lab. This planning included building relationships and understandings.
‘Politics’: understanding the local social and political contexts in which the research would be carried out
It was very important in each setting to develop communication links with appropriate individuals and groups in
the local setting. Understanding the importance of allowing enough time for these to develop was key, along
with working at a pace that is acceptable to the local context.
‘People’: identifying the people that will be involved or affected by the work: the researchers, the community
partners with whom we engaged, other community participants, others affected by the work
Related to “preparedness” and “politics”, it became clear that certain roles were important to the success of the
Test Labs. The role of the local organiser as a conduit between the unMonastery and the village was important
for building trust in relationships. The skills of the unMonastery fellows were also relevant, for example,
regarding language abilities.
‘Purposes’: clarifying the aims and objectives of the research from the perspective of MAZI, the participants
involved and other stakeholders
This aspect is related to trust and relationship building and concerned ensuring that any technological responses
were derived from within the context of the local situation rather than imposed from outside.
‘Processes’: pinning down the approach, methods and techniques that would be followed by the research
team
This relates to ensuring that any activities developed from within the Test Lab are perceived as relevant to the
local context. This approach does not prioritise the “digital, technological” over the “analogue, nontechnological”. Activities that support this approach included workshops, discussions and demonstrations.
Talking with diverse local people and hearing their views and stories is very important in this process.
‘Performances’: considering what was found and the extent to which this met the objectives of the research
At the time of writing we are still processing what was learned from the pilot study work. We will discuss our
reflections on the pilot study as a whole during the October 2018 festival event in Edinburgh as the culmination
of our study, and report in more detail in D2.12.
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